Smart Life Style
BESTCON PRODUCTS

- Smart Plug
- Wi-Fi Control Box
- IR Universal Remote
- IR & RF Universal Remote
- Smart Wall Switch
- Smart Bulb
- Sensor Kit
- Wi-Fi Curtain Motor
SMART PLUG

Your first affordable smart gadget for setting up timers or turning on/off home appliances by smartphone.
WI-FI CONTROL BOX

Perfect DTH gadget equipped with Wi-Fi connectivity for monitoring energy, controlling lighting, etc.

Scheduled Timer
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Wi-Fi Control Box

- Space-saving design
- Remote ON/OFF via Wi-Fi/3G/4G
- Scheduled/day/cyclic timer
- Max work time
- Support high power light up to 10A
- Energy Monitor (3G/4G only)
- Paired by FastCon
- Works with Alexa, Google Assistant, IFTTT

Necessary dimensions:

SCB-3E: 120x72x40 mm
SCB-5E: 120x72x50 mm
SCB-10E: 120x72x50 mm

Max power: 150W, 250W, 500W

Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G control
Max. 15 inputs
Compact size
Guaranteed lifetime
Indoor mounting
Energy monitor (for 3G/4G only)
IR UNIVERSAL REMOTE

All-in-one remote for controlling various IR devices by smart phone or smart speakers.

IR Universal Remote

- Ultra-compact size and affordable price
- Universal IR control for aircon, TV, audio, DVD player, etc.
- Support Wi-Fi/IR/RF control
- Auto-match IR code
- Manual learning IR code
- Large cloud IR database
- Powered by FastCon
- Works with Alexa, Google Assistant, IFTTT

Package dimensions:
BHC-101C: 69.2 x 15.5 x 32.5 mm
BHC-101Q: 70.5 x 21.5 x 38.5 mm

IR control, Manual learning IR code, Store IR code on cloud, One-button match, Timers and triggers
IR & RF UNIVERSAL REMOTE

Universal remote for controlling IR & RF home appliances by smartphone or smart speakers.

- Ultra-compact size and affordable price
- Universal IR control for aircon, TV, audio, DVD player, etc.
- RF433/315 control for roller shutters, curtain motors, projectors, light switch, etc. (RF315 is not applicable in EU/US)
- Support Wi-Fi/IoT/AG control
- Auto-match IR code
- Manual learning IR code
- Large cloud IR database
- Reverse/IRPassword
- Works with Alexa/Google Assistant/IFTTT
SMART WALL SWITCH

- High-quality RF-433 wall light switch for making your home lighting smarter.
SMART BULB

A great help for managing your home lighting more easily and more efficiently.

---

Smart Bulb (4-Pack)

- Remote ON/OFF via Wi-Fi/3G/4G
- AFR dimmable
- AC 220-240V
- Standard E27 socket
- 5 activity/delay/seeded timer
- Group control
- Powered by Tation
- Works with Alexa/Google Assistant/IFTTT

Package dimensions:
82 x 82 x 204 mm

Max 60 watts, normal & lumineous

Dimensions
SENSOR KIT

Get notified with push messages and check what’s happening in your home when you are not around. Perfect for elderly care.

Wireless Switch With Multiple Sensors

- Gateway 1
- 4 multi-sensors
- 1 dry contact

Package dimensions: 150x150x40mm

Gateway 433MHz battery powered

Push notification

** This kit contains: Gateway 1, Multi Sensor x 4, Door Sensor x 1.
WI-FI CURTAIN MOTOR

Enjoy more convenience in everyday life with curtains and shades.

- Open and close curtain motor
- Smooth and quiet operation
- Wireless remote control
- Scheduled time setting
- Intelligently limit setting
- Works with Alexa/Google Assistant

Package dimensions:
W165 | D15 | H125
Color: White
Model: WC01
Made in China

Wi-Fi / AC / DC
Control
Mute and
Timers
Protection
Limit
Super smart
design
BROADLINK PRODUCTS

Simple technology, simple life.

Broadlink bring your life “simplicity” with zero configuration, no APP, “If...Then...” trigger, easy control...

- IR Universal Remote
- IR & RF Universal Remote
- Smart Light Switch Kit
- RGB Smart Light Bulb
- Motion Sensor Kit
- LED Light Strip
- Door Sensor Kit
- Smart Button Kit
- NFC Tag
IR UNIVERSAL REMOTE

Control all your IR home appliances via Broadlink IR remote at anytime from anywhere.
IR & RF UNIVERSAL REMOTE

Turn your smartphone into a universal remote via RM4 pro, giving you control over your IR & RF home appliances.

- Universal IR control for aircon, TV, audio, DVD player, etc.
- RF 433/315 control for roller shutters, curtain motors, projectors, light switch, etc. (RF 433 is not applicable in EU/UK)
- Support WiFi/LU/XG control
- Auto-match IR code
- Manual learning IR code
- Large cloud IR database
- Support external sensor accessory
- Works with Alexa/Google Assistant/IFTTT

Package Contents: 1) IR & RF Universal Remote, 2) IR Control; Accessories: 1) Black/1) Silver.
SMART WALL SWITCH KIT

No neutral wire required. Works in any home.

Smart Wall Switch Kit

- WiFi single, live wire switch (US standard)
- Two-way feedback
- Luxury push button design
- Timers/groups/intenses/routines
- No neutral wire required, easy installation
- Works with Alexa/Google Assistant/IFTTT

Package dimensions:
- 1x 12 switches (US only) 127 x 72mm
- 1x 45 x 72mm COVER

Flat-pack packaging:
- 1x 12 switches (US only) 127 x 72mm
- 1x 45 x 72mm COVER (US only)

*US Only, to work with US Smart Home.

Remote control
No neutral wire required
Easy installation
Standard cover

** Multi-pack can be requested for bulk purchases.**
SMART WALL SWITCH KIT

Provide easy and reliable control of your lights and offer everything you need to get started for simple and personalized control of lighting throughout your home.

Smart Wall Switch Kit

- Wi-Fi single live wire switch (IEEE802.15 standard)
- Two-way feedback
- Glass panel with touch buttons
- Timers/ground turn-off function
- No neutral wire required, easy installation
- Works with Alexa/Google Assistant/IFTTT

Touch control © Remote control © No neutral wire required © Easy installation ©

© It has to work with a smart hub.
SMART LIGHT BULB

Broadlink offers versatile options to get light that dims, tunes from warm to cool, or shines in various colors.
LED LIGHT STRIP

Flexible and Suitable for LED light strip for TV backlight and home decoration.

Led Light Strip

- 16 colors RGB TV backlight
- Dimmable
- 6 light modes
- 3 meters long
- Flexible and cuttable
- Diverse color chasing effects
- USB power from TV and auto on/off with TV
- APP control with Broadlink IR remote

Package Imprint:
- 10 Years Changeable
- APP control (Battery included)
- Flexible length (IR output)
- USB power
- Scheduled plan
MOTION SENSOR KIT

Detect indoor motions and trigger devices and scenes for home automation.

Motion Sensor Kit

- Flash notification for unauthorized entries
- Low battery alert
- Activate devices and routines upon motion detection
- Trigger with all Broadlink and "Works with IFYI" products

Package dimensions:
- Motion Sensor: 48x70x10mm
- Motion Sensor: 45x60x10mm
- Motion Sensor: 60x80x10mm
- Motion Sensor: 106x110x10mm

Accessory:
- Adhesive mounting
- Magnetic holder
- Warning label
- Warning sticker
DOOR SENSOR KIT

Protect every window/door against intruders, emergencies & more.
SMART BUTTON KIT

With preset routines, you can simply press buttons to control any supported devices or activate any scenes without your phone.

Smart Button Kit

- Press to control devices and activate scenes
- 3-way lights control with smart light switch
- Push emergency alert on phone
- Free printed stick with device and scene icons

TIP: When adding the smart button kit to the system, set the buttons to the function that is easy to reach.
NFC TAG

A simple scan to activate your smart lifestyle.

NFC Tag

- Adhesive and waterproof
- Works on metal surface
- Reusable
- Scan to automate devices and scenes
- Works with IFTTT with >700+ smart home brands
- Free 40 visual sliders

Automatic scenes
Connection anywhere
Automation control
Dagger device
IFTTT